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Abstract—SystemVerilog assertion (SVA) is a way to express properties that are expected to be true in a design described in Verilog HDL IEEE1364 standard. We have already reported that legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) works very well for the fine grain microprocessor design education on FPGA where the heart of the system is chosen as the way-in which is the first step for the observation in LPP. We have demonstrated its effectiveness on superscalar design education, while the prior pipeline design education failed. The failure was caused by the top down design methodology guided in the education for the pipelining which appeared to be too difficult. Appropriate scheme to observe the heart of the pipelining is needed. We have found that SVA plays a key role where two senior students succeeded to design pipelined RISC having 3 stages and pipelined CISC having 4 stages in 2 months. White box test by using SVA enables the two senior students to observe the heart of the pipelining very effectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An effective verification methodology has become critically important as the scale of the system has become very large. SystemVerilog is a standard, where the SVA [1] is used to describe the properties of the system under verification expressed in Verilog HDL.

Many strategies have been proposed for the usage of SVA. For example, SVA should be used to check corner cases which are difficult to verify on prior simulations without SVA. Besides the effectiveness for the industries, we found that the description of the heart of the system in SVA is very effective also for the educational purpose of view. Two senior students succeeded to design pipelined RISC and CISC [2] only in 2 months which was very difficult in the prior education.

In the next section, we describe the LPP which appeared to be very effective in superscalar design education [4]. Then we describe a successful senior project for the pipelining which resulted in a failure in prior education without SVA.

II. SITUATED NATURE OF LEARNING

The legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) is a model introduced by Lave and Wenger [3] by investigating apprenticeships. They named the first period of observation “way-in” to construct a first approximation of the products.

Figure 1. The reservation tables for the design

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the reservation table for the CISC-3. The reservation table for the new RISC is illustrated in figure 1 (b). The new sophisticated CISC must have a special stage for the operand fetch as illustrated in the figure 1 (c).

In the prior pipelining education, even a RISC with three-address instructions was difficult to design for the junior students. Few of the students succeeded to complete the CISC having 4 stages. In our new trial, the students were with the SVA.
A. RISC with three address instructions

Figure 2 illustrates the block diagram drawn by a senior student for the RISC with three-address instructions. The key mechanism is the pipeline interlock to detect the hazard and resolve it.

The RISC was written in 784 lines for 9 modules in Verilog HDL to be implemented by 5,270 gates on FPGA.

B. CISC having 4 stages

Figure 3 illustrates the block diagram drawn by another senior student for the CISC having 4 stages.

The CISC was written in 727 lines for 10 modules in Verilog HDL to be implemented by 1,898 gates on FPGA.

IV. SYSTEMVERILOG ASSERTIONS

A. PIPELINE INTERLOCK

Figure 4 illustrates an assertion example written by the senior student who completed the RISC. The letters FR stand for Flag Register. FR_FW is for forwarding the contents of FR. “STATE==2” means that the prefetch unit is in the WAIT state waiting for the new value of the FR.

“STATE==1” means that the unit is in the FETCH state to update the contents of the program counter.

```verilog
module pfu_prop(CLOCK1, RESET, STATE, FR_FW, FR);
    input CLOCK1,RESET;
    input [1:0] STATE,FR_FW,FR;
    core_fetch_fr_forward: assert property
        (@(posedge CLOCK1)(STATE == 2) #1 (STATE == 1)
        => Spast(FR_FW) == FR);
endmodule
```

Figure 4. An assertion for the Flag Register

B. OPERAND FETCH

Figure 5 illustrates an assertion example written by the senior student who completed the CISC. He decided to forward the data to be stored to the operand buffer in the case when the new instruction uses the data on the same address.

In most cases, the assertion which resembles original Verilog HDL description is useless since it is likely to be satisfied. The student wrote the assertion to check the stimulus to the forwarding of the data on the same address.

```verilog
module cpu_prop(CLOCK1, STORE_DATA, OPERAND_BUFFER, INSTRUCTION_BUFFER, STORE_ADDRESS);
    input CLOCK1;
    input [7:0] STORE_DATA,OPERAND_BUFFER,STORE_ADDRESS;
    input [15:0] INSTRUCTION_BUFFER;
    core_store_data: assert property
        (@(posedge CLOCK1)
        3past(STORE_DATA) —— OPERAND_BUFFER
        => Spast(INSTRUCTION_BUFFER[7:0], 2)
        == $past(STORE_ADDRESS));
endmodule
```

Figure 5. An assertion for the Operand buffer

V. CONCLUSION

A successful senior project to complete the pipelining with SVA has been demonstrated. The past difficult problem for undergraduate students was resolved by observing the heart of the system through the assertion based verification environment as the white box test. We believe that the SVA works well in microarchitecture design education by showing the heart of the system appropriately.
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